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SUMMARY: AMBASSADOR INFORMED KING FAISAL WE HAVE ADDITIONAL
CONVINCING EVIDENCE CLOSE LINKS RSS AND FATAH. RSS CON-
SPIRACY MAY WELL BE AimED AT SETTING BACK CAUSE OF
END EAVS TO PEACEFUL ME SETTLEMENT. TERRORISTS ARE
SEIZING INITIATIVE AND DAMAGING PALESTINIAN Cause. AMR
URGED CUTTING OFF OF AID FROM ARAB GOVTS TO FATAH AS
MEANS REDUCING ITS RESOURCES AND ADMINISTERING PSYCHO-
LOGICAL BLOW. OTHERWISE TERRORISTS WILL BE EMBOLORED TO
ASK MORE OR MOVE TO GREATER DEGREES OF CONDUCT AS REGARD ISSUE
AS ONE OF GREAT URGENCY AND OF REAL SIGNIFICANCE FOR
US-SAUC RELATIONS. KING SAID SAUDI ARABIA MUCH OPPOSED
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TO TERRORISM, THOUGH ELEMENTS OF FATAH INfiltrATED BY COMMUNISTS AND ZIONISTS WERE PRIMARILY RESPONSIBLE. SAG UNDERTAKING TALK WITH FATAH LEADERS AND HAS STOPPED AID UNTIL ASSURANCES RECEIVED FATAH WOULD CLEANSE ITSELF OF BAD IDEAS AND PRACTICES. KING HAD CLEAR RESERVATIONS, HOWEVER, ABOUT PUBLIC OR CONCLUSIVE BREAK WITH FATAH. MEANWHILE, US SHOULD BE PUTTING PRESSURE ON ISRAEL TO WITHDRAW FROM ARAB TERRITORIES. US CAN EASILY FORCE ISRAEL TO DO SO BY CUTTING OFF ITS SUPPORT, SHE EXPLAINED US VIEWS ON NEED FOR NEGOTIATIONS AND US WILLINGNESS TO ASSIST AMB URGED AGAIN FIRM STAND AGAINST RSO AND FATAH AS BEST LONG-TERM INSURANCE PREVENT GROWTH OF TERRORISM. KING URGED WITHDRAWAL OF US SUPPORT FOR ISRAEL. END SUMMARY.

1. COMMENCED MY REMARKS AT MEETING WITH KING MARCH 14 BY STATING THAT US AMBASSADORS IN NUMBER OF ARAB CAPITALS INSTRUCTED MAKE REPRESENTATIONS AT HIGHEST LEVEL HOST GOVTS ON WHAT WE REGARD AS VERY SERIOUS IMPLICATIONS RECENT TRAGIC EVENTS IN KHARTOUM.

2. I SAID WE HAVE BEEN AWARE FOR SOME TIME OF CLOSE CONNECTION BETWEEN RSO AND AL-FATAH, AND IN FACT IN NORMAL EXCHANGE OF INFORMATION WITH SAUDI GOVT HAVE BROUGHT THESE FACTS TO ATTENTION OF SAG. RECENT STATEMENTS OF PRESIDENT NUMEIRI HAVE UNDERLINED RSO-FATAH TIES. KHARTOUM EVENTS BROUGHT TO LIGHT FURTHER UNMISTAKABLE EVIDENCE OF RSO-FATAH COLLABORATION. DEPUTY CHIEF OF FATAM OFFICE IN KHARTOUM WAS LEADER OF ATTACK ON SAUDI MBSRS. VEHICLE USED BY ATTACKERS BELONGED TO FATAM OFFICE THERE.

3. RSO AND FATAH NOW LINKED TOGETHER IN VIOLENT EFFORT TO CREATE CHAOS AND UNCERTAINTY. ONE MIGHT WONDER WHETHER CENTRAL OBJECTIVE RSO CONSPIRACY WAS NOT TO ERASE ANY SLIGHT PROGRESS TOWARD MIDDLE EAST PEACE, I.E., KHARTOUM ASSASSINATIONS MAY WELL HAVE BEEN AIMED AT DISSIPATING HOPFUL REACTION STIMULATED BY RECENT TALKS IN WASHINGTON WITH HUSSEIN, ISMAIL AND MRS. MEIR. TERRORISTS WERE SEIZING INITIATIVE BLACKENING ARAB IMAGE THROUGHOUT WORLD. SERIOUSLY DAMAGING PALESTINIAN CAUSE.

4. USG WAS AWARE THAT SOME ARAB GOVTS WERE HELPING AL-
FATAH, VOLUNTARILY AND INVOLUNTARILY, SEVERAL ARE CONTRIBUTING MONEY IN SIZEABLE AMOUNTS, CUTTING OFF THIS MONEY WOULD HAVE TWO IMPORTANT FAVORABLE RESULTS: FIRST, FATAH WOULD BE PINCHED IN ALL ITS ACTIVITIES BY REDUCED RESOURCES; SECONDLY, AND MORE IMPORTANTIY, IT WOULD SUFFER PSYCHOLOGICALLY AND IN PRESTIGE FROM KNOWLEDGE THAT IT NO LONGER ENJOYED CONFIDENCE AND SUPPORT OF MODERATE ARAB GOVTS.

5. FINALLY, I TOLD KING THAT IT SEEMED TO ME THAT IF RSO CONTINUES ITS ACTIVITIES, PROGRESS TOWARDS DEPOLITIZATION OF WHOLE PALESTINIAN MOVEMENT WILL BE ACCELERATED AND TERRORISTS WILL BE EMBOLDENED TO ASK MORE AND MORE OF MODERATE ARAB GOVTS, THREATENING TO TURN THEIR INCREASINGLY VIOLENT TACTICS AGAINST THESE GOVTS AND THEIR LEADERS. MY GOVT WISHED HIS MAJESTY UNDERSTAND WE REGARDED ISSUE OF SUPPORT FOR FATAH AS ONE OF GREAT URGENCY AND AS HAVING REAL SIGNIFICANCE FOR RELATIONS BETWEEN US AND SAUDI ARABIA.

6. KING REPLIED HE WANTED ME KNOW THAT SAUDI ARABIA VERY MUCH OPPOSED TO KIND OF VIOLENT EXCESS WHICH HAD OCCURRED AT KHARTOUM, HOWEVER, NOT ENTIRE FATAH ORGANIZATION FAVORED THIS KIND OF DEPLORABLE TACTIC, REGRETTABLY THERE HAD BEEN ELEMENTS IN FATAH INFLTRATED BY COMMUNISTS AND ZIONISTS WHO UNDERTOOK THESE THINGS. COMMUNISTS, FOR EXAMPLE, WERE ONES WHO HAD FORGED SAUDI PASSPORTS AND GIVEN THEM TO RSO MEMBERS. KING REITERATED FIRMLY, "WE DISAGREE WITH AND DO NOT SUPPORT AT ALL TERRORISM AND EXTREMISM."
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7. KING CONTINUED THAT SAUDI ARABIA WAS UNDERTAKING TALKS WITH FATAH LEADERS, SAUDI ARABIA HAS STOPPED ALL AID TO FATAH AND WOULD CONTINUE DO SO UNTIL ASSURANCES RECEIVED THAT FATAH WOULD CLEANSE ITSELF OF BAD IDEAS AND PRACTICES, BUT IF SAUDI ARABIA WERE PUBLICLY TO ANNOUNCE ITS INTENTION STOP ALL AID TO FATAH, "OUR PALESTINIAN BROTHERS WOULD ATTACK US WITH MUCH BITTERNESS." MOREOVER, FATAH ITSELF WOULD SIMPLY TURN TO OTHER, COMMUNIST SOURCES FOR SUPPORT IF SAUDI HELP PERMANENTLY WITHDREW.

8. OUR US FRIENDS, KING WENT ON, MUST BEGIN TO PUT REAL PRESSURE ON ISRAEL TO WITHDRAW FROM ARAB TERRITORIES

NOT TO BE REPRODUCED WITHOUT THE AUTHORIZATION OF THE EXECUTIVE SECRETARY
WHICH IT OCCUPIES. ONCE THERE IS PROGRESS IN THAT DIRECTION, THEN WAY WILL BE OPENED TO RESOLVING ALL PROBLEMS OF AREA, INCLUDING THAT OF TERRORISM. ON OTHER HAND, KING SAID, JEWS WERE, OF COURSE, DELIGHTED WITH WHITE HOUSE SPOKESMAN STATEMENTS MADE AT END OF Mrs. MEI B'S VISIT TO EFFECT THAT, "US WOULD NEVER STOP ITS SUPPORT FOR ISRAEL." DECLARATIONS OF THIS KING GREATLY LIMIT SAUDI CAPABILITY FOR INFLUENCING PALESTINIANS TOWARD POLICIES OF MODERATION AT LEAST AS ISRAEL REMAINS SO STRATEGICALLY ARE LIABLE BECOME STEADILY WORSE. IF ISRAELIS WILL WITHDRAW FROM WRONGFULLY OCCUPIED TERRITORIES, THEN ARABS CAN WORK OUT DETAILS OF REASONABLE METHOD OF LIVING WITH ISRAEL. US CAN EASILY FORCE ISRAEL TO WITHDRAW BY CUTTING OFF ITS GENEROUS SUPPORT TO ISRAELI GOVT.

9. TOLD KING I KNEW HE WAS AWARE FROM TEXT OF PRESIDENT'S RECENT LETTER TO HIM THAT US CONTINUES REGARD MIDDLE EAST QUESTION AS ONE OF MOST IMPORTANT ISSUES AFFECTING WORLD PEACE. WE WERE NOT AT ALL SATISFIED WITH PRESENT NO-WAR, NO PEACE SITUATION. WE DID NOT BELIEVE, HOWEVER, THAT OUTSIDE POWERS COULD PRESSURE EITHER EGYPT OR ISRAEL TO ACCEPT AN IMPOSED SOLUTION. US WAS PREPARED HELP WITH NEGOTIATIONS ONCE THEY WERE UNDER WAY. BUT ONLY THEN WOULD IT BECOME APPARENT TO US WHAT IT WAS IT COULD USEFULLY APPLY ITS PRESSURE TOWARD ACHIEVING.

10. REFERRING AGAIN TO ARAB GOVTS' SUPPORT FOR FATAH AND PLO, I NOTED HOW MODERATE COURSE LIKE SAUDI ARABIA COULD GO ON HELPING AN ORGANIZATION IF IT HAD INDEED BEEN INFILTRATED BY ZIONISTS AND COMMUNISTS. SAUDI ARABIA IN PAST HAD PURSUED POLICY OF TRYING INFLUENCE FATAH TOWARD POLICIES OF MODERATION AND COMPROMISE. RESULT HAS BEEN FURTHER INVOLVEMENT OF FATAH WITH TERRORISTS. I SAID CERTAIN FATAH AND PLO RADICALISM WOULD CONTINUE TO EXPAND UNLESS GOVTS LIKE SAUDI ARABIA TOOK CLEAR, DETERMINED PUBLIC STAND AGAINST THEM. PRESTIGE OF SUCH HIGHLY RESPECTED, INFLUENTIAL FIGURE AS KING FAISAL IF BROUGHT TO BEAR AGAINST TERRORISTS COULD HAVE GREAT INFLUENCE IN REFERRED THEM. THERE WAS PERHAPS SOME RISK AGAINST TAKING FIRM SHORT-TERM STAND AGAINST PLO AND FATAH, BUT IN LONG RUN MODERATE ARAB STATES COULD IN THIS MANNER...
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REST FORESTALL POSSIBILITY TERRORISM BEING TURNED AGAINST THEM. I REITERATED THAT WE REGARDED THIS ISSUE AS ONE OF GREAT SERIOUSNESS IN BILATERAL RELATIONS BETWEEN OUR TWO GOVTS.

11. KIng responded by declaring Saudi Arabia was not against Fatah carrying on "normal activities" aimed at Israel. Moreover, if Saudi Arabia were finally to announce intention never to assist Fatah again, it would simply drive "deviants" further into hands of communists and other radicals. However, King would wish me to understand that Saudi Arabia's assistance to Fatah would remain stopped until "they come to a right line."

12. I said my Govt believed it extremely important that Saudi Arabia use every means to bring pressure on al-Fatah to abandon its support of terrorists. King replied that Saudi Arabia thought it very important US use all its influence to press Israel to withdraw from occupied Arab territories.

13. Comment: King remained calm and relaxed throughout interview. He seemed almost to expect firmness and frankness of US viewpoint given to him. At same time he equally firm in holding to present Saudi policy of carefully limiting Saudi aid to Fatah but not closing off all contacts by emphatic or public disavowals. Saudis plainly worried about communist and Zionist influence in Fatah and we have no doubt they detest ardently are fearful of terrorism. Nevertheless it also true that their convictions as to Israeli's stubbornness and unwillingness pressure Israel are clearly identified in their minds as rout causes of terrorism.

Thatcher
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